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approximation, these conditions will be reduced to the solvability of the linear equation 

PC,_.&* + Pj == 0 (j = 4, 5, .) 
where c,-¶, is the integration constant of the solution if-a of the (j-2)-th approxi- 
mation respectively. The coefficient Pi0 will remain general for all j-th approximations. 

Thus we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5. Eq.(l) has two families of &-periodic solutions which are represented by 
the first series of (2), and the first approximation has the form 

z1 = + y(- c&f'2+ &E/Z) 

Similar result can be obtained for the second libration point &_ 
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GROUP-THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF A THIXOTROPIC FLUID* 

R.N. BAKHTIZIN 

A group-theoretical classification of a system of equations describing 
a one-dimensional flow of a thixotropic fluid is carried out. Certain 
invariant solutions are analysed. 

l.~e shall regard, as a thixotrapic fluid, a medium in which an increase in shear 
stresses leads to a decrease in viscosity due to disruption of internal structure of the 
medium. Such fluids include asphalt - and paraffin-contg. oils, a number of polymer 
solutions, clayey solutions, et aI. 

We describe the flow of a thixotropic fluid, of viscosity u depending on a single 
structural dimensionless parameter I, with help of the models /l, 21 which can be written, 
in the one-dimensional case, in the form 

gt = (P (1) &Jr, A, = Qfk ““J P.3) 

Models of this type are also used when describing the filtration of a viscoelastic fluid 
131. 

Let us investigate the group properties /4, 5/ of system (1.1). 
When the functions '$ (a) and @ (A, 1L.z) are arbitrary, system (1.1) admits of a three- 

dimensional algebra LI, of infinitesimal operators with the basis x, = am, x, = ah, x3 = ah 
corresponding to the shears in t, 5, u. 

Let us determine under what special conditions imposed on u and CI, this algebra can be 
extended. The analysis of the system of defining equations 141 for (1.1) shows that the 
following assertion holds: 

If p' f 0, adVau,*o, am/ah + 0, then the algebra extends only for one of the following sets 
of u and @:'i)p is an arbitrary function, @= uXaf(h), where f is an arbitrary function, 
a+& and the positive basis operator has the form 
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2) u is an arbitrary function, Q, = (p*+V$) F(u&$ where aFlau, + o,p, Y G R; and the 
additional operator is 

x_l-~ a &--t--yt-$+(J+-p)Y-&-+-~~ 2 a2 

31 u is an arbitrary function, 11: = (~/~')(~ + pub) where e#O, and the additional 
operators are 

2. Let us investigate, for the cases shown above in Sect.1, the invariant solutions 
connected with the appearance of additional basis operators. To do this we write, for each 
of these cases, the invariant solutions corresponding to the operators which appear in the 
optimal system of subalgebras 141 and contain the additional operators. 

11 The optimal system of subalgebras contains the operator XI+cXs,cezR, and if a.#% 
then c=O. The corresponding invariant solution has the form 

u= clnt$rVrp(4),h=\P(~),F= xt-I'* 

v = (2 - a)/(Za), and cp and q satisfy the following system of ordinary 

V'p -I- V&P' $- (p ($$$I')' = l/G, V&Y + f ($W'" = 0 

2) If ys_o or V=ki, the operator appearing in the optimal 
XB+CX~,~ER, and c=O when G = fi - V*(i - r)=# 0. The invariant 
lJ (Q = t-l/Y* (Q 5 = ~pymzt , and 'p and tl, satisfy the system 

differential equations: 

system has the form 
solution u = (c/y)lat + cp (E), 

When y=O, the optimal system contains XI+ ax,-!- cX~,~,CE R, and if fl$:V,, then E>= 0. 

The invariant solution is 

y&z z'-~Q (E) +2clnJG tl(k)=z~yl(~), 5=t--Zalnz 

When y=i, the required operator has the form X,-l- &X,-l- cX1 (trhen $j;O, then c-0). 

and the corresponding solution is 

u=Ap(E)-_elnt, p(Q=t-kp@, 4= r+ blnt 

The functions cp and $ satisfy, in each case, the corresponding system of differential 
equations. 

3) The operators appearing in the optimal system can be conveniently written in the form: 
al aX,i- cXQ+ XS, b) bX,-l- dX,+X? and c) cX8+ X0-t XT, where a, b, c, d m R, and C==O 
when ef2. The invariant solutions for each of these operators are written in the form 

a) tb = 3FWp (f;f + 2c.b I, ia (Q = P* (E), E = I-%’ 

b) u=def+tp(f), ~(~)~~~~(g), E=z--b: 

c) D = efe-a)$ (E), p(k)= Pnl,(~), E = lnx-- PT, t = : 

Here, as before, the functions (p and rp satisfy the corresponding systems of differential 
equations. 

3. Let us analyse some of the invariant solutions obtained in Sect.2. 
A kinetic equation linear in h and of some degree in ux, i.e. an equation of the form 

J"*$-1=u;m, is often used in practice. A power relation P=h* is assumed in Eqs.(l.l), 
and in this case the invariant solution can be written thus: 

In the case when n= --i, the SyStem of differential equations in Q and g can be 
integrated in quadratures, and*its solution can be written in the form 
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In the case of a thixotropic medium, the quantity m must be positive. Then from (3.1) 
we see that if a zone with a disrupted structure (0 < = d 20) did exist at the initial 
instant, then at subsequent instances a perturbation in a specified mode at the boundary 
+=O would not propagate beyond the boundary Z= z,. 

In the case of the Operator bX, + dX, + X,, thesolvability in quadratures of the system 
of equations for p and $ will make it possible to write the corresponding invariant sol- 
ution in explicit form 

u = de'+ W-'(t) +cs, P (J.) = e’W(5) 

‘4 = exp [- ‘/I a-’ (f + 4’1 (b 1 exp [‘h dtr1(5 f W’l dE + 4 

5 = z -be’ 

where cl, c,, c* are arbitrary constants. 
In the case when a system of differential equations in cp and q cannot be solved in 

quadatures, then the corresponding invariant solutions can be analysed using numerical methods 
and the methods of analytic theory of ordinary differential equations. 

The author thanks N.Kh. Ibragimov for refereeing the paper and for valuable comments. 
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